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ABSTRACT 

Social relations are considered as the main core of the society and it causes the activists to carry out their 

activities within society more easily and thereby they can achieve to their goals. At virtual space, social 

networks are more addressed by Iranian society than other virtual media due to from one side dominance 

of chat space and from other side backgrounds of discourse culture in our country. Since nowadays the 

development of information and communication technology has influenced on different political, social, 

cultural, security and economical aspect of human life, then in this research we examine impact of 

communication within social networks on developing people interaction with each other. Information 

collection tool in this descriptive study is a questionnaire with 18 closed questions that is accomplished 

by 360 members in social networks and the collected information were analyzed by SPSS software. The 

findings have revealed that development of people interaction with each other is correlated with 

communication within social network and communication within social network can influence 

development of people interaction with each other with determination coefficient of 0.48. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Social relations are considered as the main core of society and cause activists to facilitate their activities 

within the society by expanding their communications and in this manner they can achieve to their goals. 

All people within society are attempting to establish communication with others in some way or another 

in order to accelerate their exchange in different fields. In addition to society at macro level that 

encompasses expansive interactions, a smaller society can be addressed as network society that includes 

network of non-official relations of the individual. Social relations and links based on theory of network 

analyses are considered as social capital and asset and thereby one can access to available resources and 

supports in these relations. 

One type of these social networks is virtual social networks.  Virtual social network is a new concept that 

at currant time is used as easily as the real society's concept. Virtual society concept was set forth in 1993 

for the first time by Ringgold as social group available within internet medium by which people can 

discuss with each other.  

Internet is one of the communicative tools used by human in new era. This tool results in speed and 

accuracy in works and expanding relation, so that it has turned the world into a global town. Internet is 

herald of millions of messages, these messages influence on users' values, attitudes, and cultural identity 

at micro level and on cultural-social systems at macro level. These influences provided symbolic realities 

in cyber space, internet and the necessary settings for formation of social networks (Barat Dastjerdi and 

Sayyadi, 2011).  Social network is a two-edged sword, i.e. it is opportunity as well as threat, it is 

productive as well as destructive, is expander of mind and slaving it at the same time.  

New progression at the area of technology developed new concepts such as: global town, informative 

society, virtual society and virtual culture that consequences of realization of these concepts entailed 

many good and bad effects on different cultures and it subjected them more than ever to exchange, 

disturbance and dealing with each other (Jahangeer, 2004).  

At virtual arena, social network from one side due to dominance of chat space and from other side root of 

discourse culture in our country is addressed more than other virtual media. These network like other 
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communicational networks are used in positive and negative manners for example the virtual social 

network can be used for expanding ethical virtues or for deviation too (Mahpishanian, 2011).  

Virtual social network has high position in everyday life of people (Boyd and Ellison, 2007) and they 

should be incorporated in development of interaction to clarify better Iran contemporary societal 

developments. Nevertheless, one should pay attention that this network has not prolonged history and the 

first virtual social network has emerged in 1997. And then the number of this type of networks increase 

and still is increasing, however on cannot neglect their impact on Iranian everyday life. Thus, great 

number of internet Iranian users especially in Viber and their acceptance for virtual social networks is 

important. Developing people interaction in cultural, social and political areas can offer solutions for 

developing network and this is prone to develop higher social capital. This development can take place 

together with Iranian society cultural norms. Also by examining the development of people interaction 

one can design native social network that meet Iranian users' needs based on these norms more than ever 

and attract more users. Burdio (1986) states that it is the social relations that provides useful supports 

when they are needed. That is a set of material or spiritual sources that allow an individual or a group to 

have a stable network of acquaintances and more or less well-established relations and to make mutual 

friendship. 

Therefore, one can state that the virtual societies are the space that its members gather up for a subject 

through sending messages in which one attempt to model the physical places as proper as face to face 

relation in which people not only access to information but also to other people for conversation and 

debate. Regarding the fact that within these networks the information and relations between people are 

considered as the most important objective, therefore examining developing people interaction between 

members within social networks is highly important. 

Social capital helps the accessibility of network members to existing resources and supports in the 

network and provides conditions of communication between them. Therefore, in this research we intend 

to find out how is the situation of relations and communication within social networks? And does it 

influence on developing interaction among people? 

Network Communications 
Network communication is a type of interpersonal communication that uses comprehensive and public 

communicational networks. Network communications are referred to road connectivity, communication 

through fax network, phone communication and dial-up or email communication through internet. Within 

network communication all participants are sender as well as receiver (Guille and Adams, 2005).  

Also Farhangi (2008) in "human communications" stated that some authors and theorizers of 

communication field considered communicational networks as pattern of human interaction. 

Social Networks 

Virtual social networks are a new generation of internet websites. Within these websites, internet users' 

gather up virtually for a common issue and form on-line community. In fact, social networks are consisted 

of individuals and groups and the communications between them. Inclining toward social networks is 

increasing around the world. Social network is considered as one of the various types of social media. 

Social media has been influential on online and offline life of users during recent years and new types of 

social communications are affected by these new media too. At present time social media has turned into 

indispensable part of people. Social networks are part of social media that are developed for different 

purposes and have attracted a lot of users to themselves. Currently some social networks offer certain 

services by which they are turned into a news media and deeply influence on various events of the real 

world. Social networks influence on the life of their members. Among the most influential services of the 

internet are social networks that in their turn developed deep changes in social structure of world 

countries. A social network is a site or a set of sites that make it possible for users that share their 

interests, opinions and activities with others.  

Social network at the same time is a space for finding new friends and also help users to communicate 

with their old friends. Also, there are some spaces for debating where people share their opinions and 

viewpoints with each other. Social networks are generally some places in the virtual world that people 
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introduce themselves in short and provide bases for establishing communication between themselves and 

with like-minded users within different interested areas. In fact, it is a new form of establishing 

communication and sharing contents in the internet. Social networks are new bases that are placed at the 

center of attention of internet users and each one gather up a class of users with their certain 

characteristics (Eslami, 2004).  

Effects of Social Networks on Developing Interaction within People 
At the last part of the paper we examine effects of social network on developing interaction within 

individual. Nowadays expansion of information and communicational technology has influenced on 

different political, social, cultural, security and economic aspects of the human life. By mitigating the 

importance of time and space and freedom from need to common space for establishing communication, 

one can establish more easily relations within virtual space. This new form of establishing communication 

results in change in culture and identity of communities. 

Effect of Communications within Social Networks 

The fundamental factor in forming social identity is human interaction. When someone interacts with 

another person, it finds its identity as a society member. In fact the identity is defined at the setting of 

social interactions. Nowadays through information technology and relations humans are turned into a 

simultaneous community but in different geographical place and collective identity and development of 

communications and mass of information related them to each other. This sharing develops a virtual 

collective identity for them that beside other identical aspects of individuals forms their identity.  

Cultural Functions of Virtual Social Network 
Researchers believe that speaking of cultural functions of virtual social networks, the states attempt to 

change behavioral pattern and manner of thinking and living of their nations in the direction of supplying 

their own interests and desires by media and cultural tools. Therefore, these networks can influence on 

different aspects of individuals' life by sharing thoughts and penetrating on their minds. Communication 

via Facebook or Viber can develop a new approach in the profession or job that they are involved and 

thus it can encourage or discourage people (Navabakhsh, 2008). Viber can change motivational and 

cultural patterns of people through it expansive prevalence.  

Social Networks and Communicational Complexity  
One of the most importance parts of cyberspace is social network. But before addressing the nature of this 

class of networks one should take into account some differences of social network with collective media.  

These two terms are applied in many cases as a same meaning and in some parts they have really 

common concepts, but there are some differences between these two terms and it is worthy to explain. 

Social networks are environments than are used for developing types of relation between humans. But 

social mass is a tool for sharing information. Although great deal of these media have some bases in 

social network for expanding their activities through which propagate their products in this type of spaces, 

but it does not mean that social network are equal with media, but nature of social network is establishing 

a type of bilateral or multilateral relation between natural or legal users through information exchange and 

developing virtual paths for communication. While within media activity this issue faces with significant 

limitation the concept of social network encompasses all network structure and digital activities including 

contents, comments and measures that are guided by digital networks. 

Objective of Research 
 Examining the effect of communications within social networks on developing people interaction 

with each other 

Research Hypothesis 
 Communication within mobile social networks influences on individuals' cultural interaction. 

 Communication within mobile social networks influences on individuals' social interaction. 

 Communication within mobile social networks influences on individuals political interaction. 

Research Method 

Addressing communication and exchanged data contents in virtual space reflects dynamics of virtual 

space as well as social networks. Since analyzing function of this type of networks on the real space is not 
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outcome of constant factor, then one may encounter with particular complexity in examining these virtual 

communications. This reseach examined the virtual social networks especially Viber by analytical-

descriptive method therefore, current study is practical in terms of results and is survey in terms of 

strategy and is descriptive in terms of objective and is an evaluative type that is used in order to describe 

and interpret conditions of communication within social networks this method valuates social, cultural, 

political advantages and desirability or effectiveness of certain process, product or program.  

Questionnaires and library method and noting from books, articles, dissertation, documents and available 

evidences in universities are used for collecting information about the desired issue. Therefore, based on 

conducted researches the hypotheses are adjusted that after collecting data are analyzed by questionnaire 

and SPSS software. Statistical society of this research includes all members of virtual social networks. In 

this research the sampling method is non probability snowball method. Sample size is calculated by 

Cochran's formula and 360 users are selected.  

Research Findings 
Sample Demographical Analysis 

From 360 respondents near 200 persons (55.56 percent) are men and 160 persons (44.44 %) are women. 

Average age of respondents is 25 years old and majority of respondent are not married (70%).  In terms of 

Vocational status near 40 percent of respondents are working and 56 percent of them are students. 

Testing Hypothesis 
Normality Test 

For examining the normality of distribution of research variables the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was 

carried out. This test at one sample mode compare the observed accumulative distribution function with 

expected accumulative distribution function in one variable at ordinal level of measurement. In other 

term, this test compares the distribution of an attribute in a sample with the assumed distribution for that 

society. If the significance value is smaller than 0.05, then the observed distribution is different with 

expected distribution and this distribution is not normal. 

  

Table 1: Results of Normality Test of Variables Distribution  

Variable Cultural Interaction 

Development 

Social Interaction 

Development 

Political Interaction 

Development 

Z 1.050 0.663 0.795 

Significance Level 0.361 0.405 0.299 

In above table the significance level is greater than 0.05 and it means that the variables distribution is 

normal. 

Testing Hypothesis 
First Hypothesis 

 Communication within mobile social network influences on individual's cultural interaction 

development.  

H0: There is a correlation between communication within mobile social networks and developing cultural 

interaction within individuals. 

H1: There is no correlation between communication within mobile social networks and developing 

cultural interaction within individuals. 

 

Table 2: Correlation between Communication within Mobile Social Network and Development of 

Individuals' Cultural Interaction 

Variables Dependent Development of Individuals' Cultural Interaction 

Independent Communications within Mobile Social Networks 

 Test Pearson 

 Amount 0.48 

 Significance Level 0.000 

 Number 360 
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Test results shows that there is correlation between two above variables (significance level is lower than 

0.05). Therefore hypothesis null is rejected and the researchers' hypothesis is accepted. The intensity of 

relation is 0.48 that is an average value.  

Second Hypothesis 

 The communications within mobile social networks influences on development of social 

interaction within individuals 

H0: There is correlation between communication within mobile social network and development of social 

interaction within individuals. 

H1: There is no correlation between communication within mobile social network and development of 

social interaction within individuals.  

 

Table 3: Test of Correlation between Communication within Mobile Social Networks and 

Development of Social Interaction within Individuals 

Variables Dependent Development of Individuals' Social Interaction 

Independent Communications within Mobile Social Networks 

 Test Pearson 

 Amount 0.61 

 Significance Level 0.000 

 Number 360 

 

Test results show that there is correlation between two above variables (significance level is lower than 

0.05). Therefore, hypothesis null is rejected and researcher's hypothesis is accepted. The intensity of 

relation is 0.61 that is a strong one.  

Third Hypothesis 

 Communications within mobile social networks influences on development of political 

interaction within individuals. 

H0: There is correlation between communication within mobile social networks and development of 

political interaction within individuals. 

H1: There is no correlation between communication within mobile social networks and development of 

political interaction within individuals. 

 

Table 4: Test of Correlation between Communication within Mobile Social Networks and 

Development of Political Interaction within Individuals 

Variables Dependent Development of Individuals' Political Interaction 

Independent Communications within Mobile Social Networks 

 Test Pearson 

 Amount 0.32 

 Significance Level 0.000 

 Number 360 

 

Test results show that there is correlation between two above variables (significance level is lower than 

0.05). Therefore, the hypothesis null is rejected and the researcher's hypothesis is accepted. Relation 

intensity is 0.32 that is an average value.  

Regression Analysis 

Now this question is answered that how much of our dependent variance i.e. development of individuals' 

interaction can be taken into account by independent variable. For achieving to this purpose one uses the 

regression analysis. Following table shows that these variables could clarify in total 0.48 percent of all 

variance of dependent variable.  
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Table 5: R2 Value of Research Variables 

Regression Correlation Determination 

Coefficient 

Net Determination 

Coefficient 

Enter 0.65 0.482 0.425 

 

Table 5: ANOVA Table 

Age Sum of 

Squares 

Degree of 

Freedom 

Mean of 

Squares 

F Sig 

Regression  79.432 3 26.477 29.225 0.000 

Remnant 356.952 357 0.906   

Total 436.382 359    

 

Table 6: Regression Coefficient 

Variables B 
Standard 

Error 
Beta t sig 

(Constant) 12.290 2.091  5.879 0.000 

Development of Cultural 

Interaction 

0.132 0.059 0.122 2.241 0.000 

Development of Social 

Interaction 

0.317 0.075 0.295 4.241 0.000 

Development of Political 

Interaction 

0.119 0.154 0.114 1.772 0.000 

 

For determining independent variables of communication within social networks the multi-variable linear 

regression analysis is used. The results demonstrated that dependent variables clarify in total 0.48 percent 

of variances of communications within social networks. The result indicated that development of social 

interaction with beta coefficient of 0.295 has the greatest influence from communication within social 

networks, at the second place, development of cultural interaction has the most influence from 

communication within social networks with beta coefficient of 0.112 and at the subsequent place 

development of political interaction has the most influence from communications within social networks 

with beta coefficient of 0.114.   

Conclusion 

Social networks have found significant position in internet during recent years and have been turned into 

most used virtual space service. Though social networks are still young but they have had strong role in 

everyday life of people and a lot of users visit at least once a day their personal page in the registered 

social network. Inclination toward social network sites is increasing around the word. Regarding 

hypothesis in the paper and the examinations one should state that social networks can attract attention of 

users to themselves by sharing materials, images and other audio and visual files. In fact news about 

political, social, cultural events are set forth with proportion to their popularity. Since information can be 

set forth unlimitedly in this space, then it is possible to rise of unrefined information, rumors and setting 

forth issues with political, social and cultural grudges. The performed research showed that development 

of interaction of people with each other has correlation with communication within social networks and 

communication in social networks can influence development of people interaction with determination 

coefficient of 48%. Therefore, social networks are influential in various dimensions of development of 

people interaction (individual and social). They contribute in formation of identity and effect on cultural, 

social and political aspects of societies too. Nowadays regarding the role that they have had so far in 

various dimensions of life, one cannot neglect them and they will have pivotal role and significant impact 

at future.      
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